Absence of a telomere maintenance mechanism as a favorable prognostic factor in patients with osteosarcoma.
There are two telomere maintenance mechanisms (TMMs) in human tumors, telomerase activation (TA) and, more rarely, the process termed alternative lengthening of telomeres (ALT). Unlike most carcinomas, sarcomas, including osteosarcomas (OS), have been reported to display TA and ALT in more balanced proportions and, thus, present an opportunity to examine the impact of different TMMs on clinical tumor behavior. We studied OS samples from 62 patients for molecular evidence of TA and ALT. Kaplan-Meier analysis demonstrated that the absence of both TA and ALT (in 18%) was more strongly associated with improved survival (P = 0.05) than were stage (P = 0.16) or chemotherapy response (P = 0.18) in this group of patients with OS. Subsets of OS cases with either TA or ALT did not differ significantly from each other in clinical outcome. There were no significant associations of presence, absence, or type of TMM with patient age, stage, or chemotherapy response. Thus, the absence of a detectable TMM may identify a favorable clinical subset of OS patients. Our study also suggests that the likelihood of detecting correlations between TMMs and clinical outcome in studies of certain other tumor types might be improved if, in addition to TA, ALT is included in future analyses. Finally, we note that OS cases with a TA-/ALT+ phenotype seem to be as clinically aggressive as TA+ cases in terms of stage and clinical outcome.